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“Fun	is	the	original	educaXonal	technology.”	
	–	Chris	Crawford	
Have	you	ever	watched	liUle	children	
learning?	Or	playing?	
Discovered	any	diﬀerence?	
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TODO	Überleitung	Gaming	How	to	unite	gaming	
and	learning	again?	
Image:	Monobanda	Fusionplay,	hUp://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/monobanda/8241276188/sizes/h/in/photostream/		
How	to	place	learning	
and	gaming	in	context?	
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Learners	are	individual	and	mobile	
How	can	we	provide	learning	
resources	with	…	
•  ...	diﬀerent	media	formats	
•  ...	diﬀerent	devices	
•  ...	diﬀerent	target	audiences?	
How	can	we	personalize	
learning	...	
•  ...	for	the	learner	...	
•  ...	in	the	learning	context?	
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GIVING	ACCESS	IS	ONE	THING	...	
	 	 			...	MAKING	IT	FUN	ANOTHER	
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SituaXon	Awareness	
Augmented	Reality	
Serious	Gaming	
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MOBILE	SERIOUS	GAMES	
Image:	Rétrofuturs,	hUps://secure.ﬂickr.com/photos/hulk4598/4646721045/	
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What	is	a	mobile	serious	game?	
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•  Embedded	in	Context	
•  ExploraXon	and	
uXlizaXon	of	context	
•  AugmentaXon	of	reality	
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EmUrgency:	Mobile	Game	for	Basic	Life	Support	Training	
But: 
bystanders 
often don‘t 
know what 
to do or fear 
to do the 
wrong things  
Klemke,	R.,	Ternier,	S.,	Kalz,	M.,	Schmitz,	B.,	&	Specht,	M.	(2013).	MulX-stakeholder	decision	training	games	with	
ARLearn.	In	D.	Milosevic	(Ed.),	Proceedings	of	the	fourth	internaXonal	conference	on	eLearning	(eLearning	2013)	
(pp.	1-9).	Belgrade	Metropolitan	University,	Belgrade,	Serbia.		
Cardiac arrest one of the main causes of death 
Only 20% of affected people survive 
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EmUrgency:	Mobile	MulX-user	Game	for	Basic	Life	Support	
Schmitz,	B.,	Ternier,	S.,	Klemke,	R.,	Kalz,	M.,	&	Specht,	M.	(2013).	Designing	a	mobile	learning	game	to	invesXgate	
the	impact	of	role-playing	on	helping	behavior.	Proceedings	of	European	Conference	on	Technology	Enhanced	
Learning	(EC-TEL),	LNCS	8095	(pp.	357–370).	Berlin	Heidelberg,	Germany:	Springer-Verlag.	
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SALOMO	
Decision	training	for	disrupXon	handling	in	
logisXcs	
Image:	hhla.de	
Klemke,	R.,	KurapaX,	S.,	&	Kolfschoten,	G.	(2013).	Transferring	an	educaXonal	board	game	to	a	mulX-user	mobile	
learning	game	to	increase	shared	situaXonal	awareness.	PresentaXon	at	the	3rd	Irish	Symposium	on	Game	Based	
Learning,	Dublin,	Ireland.	
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Mobile	learning	game	based	on	team	processes		
simulate	disrupXon	situaXons	
! !
Klemke,	R.,	KurapaX,	S.,	&	Kolfschoten,	G.	(2013).	Transferring	an	educaXonal	board	game	to	a	mulX-user	
mobile	learning	game	to	increase	shared	situaXonal	awareness.	PresentaXon	at	the	3rd	Irish	Symposium	on	
Game	Based	Learning,	Dublin,	Ireland.	
From board game to multi-user mobile learning game 
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ARLearn:	Plaporm	for	mobile	serious	games	
•  Sensor	enabled	(locaXon,	camera,	QR)	
•  MulX-user,	mulX-role	game	play	
•  Clients	for	Android	and	iOS	
•  Open	Source	
•  hUp://ou.nl/arlearn		
•  hUps://code.google.com/p/arlearn/		
Ternier,	S.,	&	Klemke,	R.	(2011).	ARLearn	and	StreetLearn	sorware	for	virtual	reality	and	augmented	reality	mulX	user	
learning	games	(Version	1.0)	[Computer	sorware].	Heerlen,	The	Netherlands:	Open	Universiteit	in	the	Netherlands.		
